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TWITTER SUSPENDS ANTISEMITIC NATIONAL JUSTICE PARTY
ACCOUNTS
FIRST STEP IN THE COALITION FOR A SAFER WEB’S NATIONAL CAMPAIGN
AGAINST NJP

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
January 25, 2022
Today, The Coalition for a Safer Web (CSW) commended Twitter for suspending the promoted
account of the antisemitic National Justice Party (NJP). NJP is an extremist white supremacist
“party” which disseminates virulent antisemitic content on major social media platforms. NJP
leaders organized the 2017 Charlottesville “Unite the Right” rally. Its leaders (who have been
involved in violence against Jews) deny the Holocaust and promote antisemitic tropes intended
to incite hate and violence against Jews and other minorities. Its so-called platform resembles
the Nazi Nuremberg laws.
NJP’s acts are not limited to the web: its operatives have been identified by CSW at several
grass roots Republican Party gatherings disseminating antisemitic, racist literature and recruit
new members.
CSW commenced its campaign in NJP at the end of November, 2021.
On November 30th,CSW issued a press release urging major social media companies to purge
NJP content from their platforms. CSW followed up with Twitter and with other platforms
protesting NJP content because it irrefutably violates bans against antisemitic extremist
incitement. CSW issued a subsequent press release on December 16, and dispatched a direct
appeal to Twitter’s CEO and to members of Congress. CSW also urged national advertising
industry executives to demand Twitter cease promoting major corporate brand ads on NJP’s
Twitter account. CSW had uncovered FIFTY (50) major U.S. corporate brand advertisements

appearing on any given day on NJP’s landing page and collateral supporter accounts -- another
example of the inability of the digital ad industry to monitor where its ads land on social media.
Amb. Marc Ginsberg, President of CSW stated:
“The battle against hate and extremism on social media is never-ending. CSW is grateful to
Twitter for taking swift action against NJP’s accounts. But this success is a first step in a
broader national campaign to rid NJP of ANY social media access. NJP’s incitement of hatred
and violence against America’s Jewish community and other minorities demands sustained and
innovative measures. CSW calls on other concerned organizations and the U.S. Government to
join us in our campaign against the NJP.”

